Survey of Major Regional Issues and Suggested Topics for the 2009 California Tribal Water Summit

Today we will spend a lot of time talking about major water issues in the region, and strategies and solutions for addressing these issues. This information will help lay a foundation for the topics for the Summit. This short survey is designed to help you prepare for the discussion, and help us keep track of your suggestions.

If you would like to make suggestions later, take this form home with you and go to this internet survey link http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=u9jXQMNkILscZeatZf5pig_3d_3d or call Dorian at (916) 445-2079 when you are ready.

**Major Water Issues in this Region**
1. What are the major water issues facing Tribes in your region?
2. What solutions or strategies do you recommend for addressing these issues?

**Suggested Topics for the Summit**
1. What are the top three issues that you would want to talk about with other Tribes at the Summit?

**Optional:** Your Name __________________________
Telephone __________________________ or Email _______________________________